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Note to Parents

Children love jokes. They love to laugh. They love it when
they “get it.”

Reading and sharing jokes helps children:

• Develop a sense of humor.
• Develop their logic skills.
• Expand their vocabulary.
• Look at things from various perspectives.
• Understand subtlety.
• Lighten up and not take things too seriously.

Good, clean jokes that fit a variety of young children can
sometimes be hard to find. In this book, the author includes
jokes that will appeal on some level to jokesters of all ages.

This is not a joke book you can just hand to your child to let
him go off and enjoy by himself. These jokes are meant to be
shared.

Enjoy this collection of silly jokes with your child.

Share a laugh!
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An Apology

I must here apologize for having

organized such a book of horrid jokes. The

problem is, I couldn’t help it. I’ve always been

a joker—a card, you might say.





Q. Why did the farmer name his pig Ink?

A. Because it kept running out of the pen!

A person at a restaurant once called for

the waiter and told him that the food tasted

funny. The waiter was perplexed—“Then why

aren’t you laughing?” he asked.

Q. Why was the tornado arrested?

A. The police caught it in the very act of

shoplifting.
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